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IHTaODUCTlOE
The Southwest was essentially a frontier environment throughout
the period1 covered by this study. Thus one looks in vain for fundamental accomplisheients in such pure sciences as physics and chemistry.
Laboratory facilities of the type that would result in such accomplishments were nonexistent. The same sorts of environmental limitations apply to the field of invention, though there were some notable
applications of inventions that had been developed in the Bast,
Very significant scientific work was done, however, in two
fields: anthropology and the natural sciences—primarily biology end
geology, Anthropology (including Its subdisciplines—archeology,
ethnology, linguistics, etc,), is not treated in this study, it being
the opinion of this Region that this broad field should be incorporated
into a special theme study dealing with the social sciences.
Thus lie come to the crux of this discussion: the natural
sciences. We may conceive of the Southwest as a great open book
exhibiting some of nature's most stupendous wonders, some of its most
fantastic geologic manifestations, some of its most variegated landscapes and life zones. As the Southwest was culturally a raw and
extreme land, so was it raw and extreme in nature. From the time of
the first Spaniard right up to the present day the scientist has found
nature exposed here, naked to the elements. In the deserts. In the
mountains rising abruptly iron the deserts, and in the canyons gashing
the deserts, the scientist found incredible conjunctions in geolcgy
2nd biology. In a few hours he could hike from Sonoran desert to
Alpine forest in Southwestern mountains, or descend through two billion
years of earth history in Grand Canyon, Thus, in natural science, as
in art and literature, the Southwest was the Nation's great outdoor
laboratory and place of inspiration. Here came the savants of the
Fast to gather objects and impressions which they took back East to
their laboratories. For most of the period here considered, the basic
approach to the Southwestern frontier in science, as in every other
field, was extractive.
The history of science in the pre-l°.15 Southwest falls into two
distinct, though overlapping, stages:
(1) The era of the field men who collected and classified;
(2) the era of the theorizers who systematized and synthesized.
In general, it may be said that finding sites to associate with the
first or3 is difficult, for most of this work was accomplished by
scientists accompanying government and military surveys p.r.d explorations.

The groups conducting these expeditions were "passing through11 and
did not pause anywhere long enough to establish geographic points of
special significance. There are a few sites, however, associated with
the second era, as well as some that do not fit neatly into either
category.
Development of the atomic bomb during World War II opened the door
to the present Nuclear Age. The latter-day Pronetheans of the
Manhattan Project gave the fire of the universe to mankind, with all
its potentials for good or evil. The transcendent significance of this
scientific achievement justifies waiver of the 50-year criterion, making
possible consideration of the Trinity and Los Alamos sites.
The material that follows, including site descriptions and evaluations of the work of particular outstanding scientists for whom it
would be desirable to find site associations, is based on field work,
documentary research, and consultation with the following authorities:
Sect "edge, former Regional Naturalist in this Office; Dr. William B,
HcDougal and Dr. Ardith Johnsen of the Museum of Northern Arizona;
Dr. C. P. Oliver, Chairman of the Zoology Department of the University
of Texas; Chief Astronomer Henry Ciclas of Lowell Observatory; and
staff members of the Desert Laboratory in Tucson.

William E, Brown
Regional Historian
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frOftKXflq LIST OF SITES
UNITS OP THE NATIONAL PARK SYSTEM
1, Grand Canyon National Park, Arizona
Glen Canyon National Recreation Area, Arizona-Utah
Canyonlands National Park, Utah
Capitol Reef National Monument, Utah
2»

Tureac&cori National Monument, Arizona

3. Carlsbad Caverns National Park, New Mexico
l

K

Big Bend National Park, Texas

PROPOSED UNIT OF THE NATIONAL PARK SYSTEM
1, Chamlzal International Memorial, Texas
SITES OP EXCEPTIONAL VALUE
1,

0, Hart Lierriarc Base Camp, Arizona

Z< Desert Laboratory, Arizona
3. Lowell Observatory, Arizona
U. Trinity Site, New Mexico
SITES ALSO CONSIDERED
1, Fort Whipple, Arizona
2.

Camp Verde, Arizona

3i Meteor Crater, Arizona
^,

Fort Wingate, Hew Mexico

5,

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, New Mexico

6,

Fremont Campsite, Utah

2

UNITS OF THE RATIONAL P^JlIt SYSTEJI
1. Grand Canyon National Park., Arizona
Glen Ca ny on Ha 1tonal He erg a t Ion Area ,r_ Ar iz ona-Utah
Canyonlands National Park, Utah
Capitol Reef National ftonuisent, Utah
The post-Civil War years inaugurated a new scientific era In the
Southwest. The period of reconnaissance and discovery was largely
replaced by one of research in depth and the beginnings of theoretical
generalization—a trend that continued to gain momentum throughout the
period under study.
Four geological and geographical surveys, later called the Great
Surveys, undertook the massive task of finding out what lay west of the
hundredth meridian. Parties led by Ferdinand vandiveer Hayden, nodical
doctor turned geologist, Clarence King, aristocrat and intellectual,
John Wesley Powell, conqueror of the Colorado River, and Lfc. George K*
Wheeler, determined military wan and scientist, roamed over the wild
country during the yeers 1867-79, observing, analyzing, theorizing,
mapping, and, at the end of each season, returning to Washington to
publish their results. The Inquiries of the Great Surveys into geology,
geography, and biology formed the basis for much of the knowledge of
the physical West. Their scientific contributions were enormous, most
of them published in some 120 major volumes listed in the Chsckl 1st 9f
United States Public Docui^ents, J787-I9.OI.

In lo'79 the Great Surveys

vrere consolidated into the United States Geological Survey and the gient
work continued throughout the period of this study and down to the preijahv
day.
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In terms of scientific achievement in Southwest Region, the giant1;
of the Great Surveys and the subsequent U, 3, Geological Survey were
John Wesley Powell, Othniel C. t'arsh, Grove Karl Gilbert, th M. Davis,
and C. E. Dutton.
Powell, explorer of the Colorado River and writer of a classic
adventure story cased on that exploration, is usually dismissed in
just those words. But as Bernard DeVoto has pointed out in his introduction to Wallace Stegner's Beyondthe Hundredth Meridian, Powell 'was
a great scientist who used his knowledge to pierce through romantic
misconceptions about the 'West and propose a realistic program for its
development,

Powell's Report on the Lands of the r.rid Region of the

United States is the first great scientific synthesis on the West.
Here he used the methods and data of science to evolve an enccopassing
theory that would shape legal, political, and social institutions in
a West dominated by the fact o£ aridity. Even if Powell had not been
the prophet of the West, his work as geologist end ethnologist would
have aoda him a great scientist. His founding of two of the most
influential scientific government bureaus would have made him a great
man.
liven though Powell1 s later activities were of much greater national
importance, his river journey down the Colorado was, as Steener puts
it, symptom and symbol. Here he began, the scientific approach to the
West that would result in such momentous contributions. Canyonlands
National park. Grand Canyon National Park, and C-len Canyon National
Recreation Area are suited to commemoration of Powell's career.
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Othniel C. Harsh, one cf the greatest Aner-loan paleontolcglsiy.
President of the National Academy of Sciences, is chiefly remembered
for his developmental history of the horse from Eohlppus to £quus, the
clinching documentation of the theory of evolution. His work in
association with the Great Surveys and the U.S. Geological Survey was
instrumental in fixing the geologic ages and tracing the story of plant
and animal life in the West.
Harsh's work is commemorated by Harsh Peak in the Uinta Mountains
of Utah where he did some of his most important field investigations,
but no suitable historic site is known at the time of this writing.
Grove Marl Gilbert's contributions to geology were of the same
magnitude as Powell's. His brilliant theoretical mind and vivid
imagination found its challenge in the questions raised by the geology
of the Great Basin and the plateaus of Utah. Many of his theories have
continued to be considered valid in the light of half a century of
additional research.
Though he worked for ^ years with the Wheeler Survey, Gilbert's
most important contributions date from his association with Powell, both
ir. the Powell Survey and later with the U. S. Geological Survey. His
"Report on the Geology of the Henry Mountains'' (Powell Survey, lo77)
developed the Laccoiithic Theory, a major step forward in the understanding of volcanic.

His "Lake Bonneville" (u. S. Geologies!

Survey,

1090) «'as the definitive monograph on that subject. Gilbert, along
with -.'» !-i, Davis, was largely responsible for the creation cf the
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subscionce, physiography, which deals with the earth's surface and the
processes by which It is being changed*
Gilbert's base camp in the Henry Mountains of Utah would be on
excellent site to commemorate his work, iCnown as Cache Camp or Camp
No, 1, the site is near Dugout Creek where that stream leaves the
western slopes of Ht» Ellen• The McMillen Springs Campground of the
Bureau of Land Management, which controls the entire Henry Range, is
near the site and an interpretive exhibit could be developed there.
The Henry Mountains themselves-*the type-site laccoliths—should be
considered eventually in the Natural Landmarks program.
Meanwhile, Gilbert's strong associations with Capitol Reef and
Canyonlands should be exploited In the interpretive programs at these
areas,
Capt. Clarence 5. Dutton was another Powell protege" itfhc rtade his
geological mark while associated with the Powell Survey and the U.S.
Geological Survey. His Report on the Geology of the High flaj^ra of
Utah (Powell Survey, l88o) and his Tertiary History of the Grand Canycr.
district (U.S. Geological Survey, 1882) have ever since been scientific
classics and established Dutton for all time as one of America's grer.i
geologists.
Grand Canyon national Park is the obvious ccntr.onorative site.
W, K, Davis ranks with Powell and Gilbert in the development of
the science of physiography. Building upon the work of his predecessors, he added new principles to the science, outlined the theory
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of progressive stages in the development of land forms, and gave the
science organization and definition. His PhyslealJjg^graphy, 1896*. and
Geographical Essays, 19n9» are his most famous works. However, his
extensive field work in the Grand Canyon and a number of basic monographs derived therefrom were Instrumental in the development of his
physiographic theories.
Grand Canyon ilational Park is again the suitable commemorative
site.
2. fumacacori national Monument, Arizona
Spanish expeditions ir_to the Southwest were accompanied by scientists or naturalists who reported on the geography and the flora 2nd
fauna of the zones through which they passed. Thus Coronado's expedition reported the Grand Canyon and the buffalo. But these early
observers made no notable contributions to theoretical science, nor did
they often rise above the level of sheer wonderment at their discoveries.
With the coming of the Jesuits into southern Arizona a more
systematic ar.d profound scientific spirit was exhibited. Foremost
among these missionaries was Father Eusebio Francisco Kino. His work
as cartographer and geographer of Pimerfa Alta, as well as his
descriptive writings, are still basic sources fox* naturalists, historians, and anthropologists concerned with this region. Being a mar. oi
many parts Kino does not fit neatly into any particular scientific
niche, but he car. well be termed the first scientist of the Southwec',
•Jutracacori National I-lonument is the commemorative site.
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Perhaps the finest systematic scientific treatise rendered Ly a
Jesuit missionary was Father Ignaz Pfefferkorn1s Description of the
Province of Sonora. The first volume of this work is a detailed
catalogue of the animal, plant, and mineral kingdoms in the region
traversed by Pfefferkorn in his missionary travels. Though his

longest

assignments were at the missions of Ati and Cucurpe in what is now
Sonora, Mexico, Pfeff erkorn was also stationed at mission San Gabriel
de Guebavi in Arizona at the junction of the Sonoita and Santa Cruz
Rivers, Mission Turacacori was one of Pfefferkorn1s ylsltas at this
time. His natural history of Sonora encompasses the entire geographic
province up to the Gila River and is far and away the most significant
work of its kind during the Spanish Period. Pfefferkorn's study of
Sonoran natural phenomena is more than a historical curiosity.
Today's naturalists find it an invaluable source for tracing the
evolution of the Sor.orar. desert from the mid-loth century to the present.
The best site in the United States for commemorating Pfefferkorn'o
work is Tumacacori national Monument.
;>, Carlsbad Caverns National Park, New Mexico
Vernon Orlando Bailey, protege and son-in-law of C. Hart Kcrrisci
{see below), was Chief Naturalist of the Bureau of 3iological Survey.
In the field of marrmology especially, he brought to iruition Herriam's
Life Zone concept. Kis studies in Mew Mexico were very significant,
resulting in a shelf of official Biological Survey reports.

Florence

lierriam Bailey, Vernon's wife, warrants the title of greatest American
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worcan ornithologist*

Though many of the publications of this husbnnd-

snd-wife team elate from the 1920s, the field work upon which these
publications were based began in the l8c0s.

One of the Is1 favorite

field locations was the Carlsbad-Guadalupe Mountains area of Hew Kexico
and Texas. Vernon Eailey*s Animal Life of Carlsbad Cavern is perhaps
his finest ecological study,
Carlsbad Caverns National Park is the best site to commemorate
the Baileys' work*
d. Big Bend National_ Pgrlc, Texas
/iccording to Professor C. P. Oliver of the University of Texas,
the most important Texas scientist within the period of this study was
Dr. William Norton Wheeler. As Professor of Zoology at the University
of Texas, Dr. Wheeler performed fundamental research in entomology,
particularly in his studies of ants.

Ke was later associated with

Eastern universities and became a member of the National Academy. As
related by Dr. Oliver, Wheeler's published studies are basic works in
the science of entomology.
Other important work was done in Texas in. the fields of geology
and biology, but, with the exception of Wheeler, particular scientists
have not been evaluated at this writing. One &ite, however, can be
listedj Big Bend National Park, According to Dr. Oliver, the Eig Ben',
country was the great outdoor laboratory of Texas scientists, in ixich
the same way that the Grand Canyon served scientists farther west.
At Eig Eend are found the same sorts of startling geologic and biologic
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conjunctions* Since the turn of the century, this region has attracted
m n y scientific expeditions which have attempted to unravel its complex
geology and varied ecological patterns.

il

PROPOSED W O T 0? THE NATIONAL PARK SYSTEM
Chaftizal International Memorial, Texas
The Boundary Survey that fixed the line between Mexico and the
United States in the early l850s resulted in significant contributions
in the fields of geography, geology, and biology. The most important
document relating to the subject is Emory's Report pn_the_Ur.itcd States
and Mexican Boundary Survey (Washington, l3pS), which includes two
volumes of scientific reports. In addition to the geographic and cartographic activities of the Topographical Engineers who conducted the
survey, accompanying field scientists described the geology of the
boundary region and collected cany biologic specimens. These field
reports and collections became the tools of Eastern scientists, who for
the first time had adequate material to begin generalizing and theorizing about the Southwest, The region1s geologic history was reconstructed. Doctor Parry and Arthur Schott advanced theories of
mountain-making, continental uplift, igneous intrusion and inundation.
Paleontologist James Hall correlated strata formations and began geologic
capping. Botanists John Torrey and George Englemann, basing their wori:
on the Boundary Survey collections, produced monumental works on plar.t
classification, Zoologists Eaird and Girard of the Smithsonian
Institution made similar contributions in their discipline. Those
various scientific labors, especially in the field of geology, resulted
in the first groping attempts to assign principles of scientific causality
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to the natural history of the Trans-Mississippi 'Jest, Thus the
scientific significance of the Boundary Survey can hardly he exaggerated*
The proposed Chapiieal International Keaorial at El Paso, Texas,
would be an ideal site at which to coiranenorate the scientific work of
the Boundary Survey*
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SITES OP EXCEPTIONAL VALUE
1, C^Hgyt Merrlcan Base Camp, Arizona
location: Coconino County, at Little Spring private
enclave in Coconino National Forest.
Ownership and Administrationt On C O . Bar Livestock
Co, land; owned by Mr, John Babbitt,
Babbitt's Dept, Store, Flagstaff, Arizona,
Significance: As in geoloGy, so in biology, the last years
of the 19th century brought to the fore a distinguished group of
synthesizers in the Southwest. Most important of these was the great
zoologist Dr. C. Hart Merrlajr., America'3 first bin-ecologist, who
established the Life Zone concept in 1889 in the San Francisco
Mountains of Arizona, Merriam had accompanied the Hayden Survey in
lb'72, and was the founder and first chief of the U.S. Bureau of
Biological Survey, predecessor of the present Fish and wildlife Service.
Though hints of zonal distribution, of plant and animal life had
teen dropped as early as the time of Humboldt, Kerrisra was the first
to advance and define the Life Zone concept in scientific terms. In
his report on the San Francisco Mountain region (I890) he graphically
recorded his conclusions—that forms of life are peculiar to given
altitudinal areas or zones, hence the designation of 2 region or zone
by the presence of flora and fauna not found in others. Since temperatures on north slopes differ from those on south exposures, life zones
do not run on arbitrary contours. Latitude is also important in determining climate. This combination of altitude, exposure, and latitude
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(climate) is basic in the ecology that governs the existing distribution
of flora and fauna indigenous to the various regions*

Kerriam1 s concept

was fundamental ir< the development of the science of ecology—the most
important modern generalization in the biological field*
As America's first bio-ecologist, Merriam ranks in the top bracket
of American scientists. His study of the San Francisco Mountains biota
was the first correlation of both plants and animals. His "laws of
temperature11 delimiting life sones and life distribution were fundamental
to the Life f:one concept. It is true that Herri am over-generalized and
made mistakes. But his work was germinal to the development of the
modern science of ecology. He was a catalyst who opened the gates on
what has proved to be the most fruitful line of approach in modern
biological science*

Hot only were his correct deductions and general-

izations useful, but ir. the very process of disproving his errors, other
scientists were stimulated to make fundamentally important contributions.
All ecologists and zoologists know and refer to Kerriam1s work, and his
report on the San Francisco Mountains continues to be cited as the
pioneer model for hioecological studies. One noted commentator on the
life sciences, S, Charles Mendeigh, after discounting kerriam1s errors,
stressed the fundamental provocative nature of his work and the continuing
basic use of the life zone tool, locally and regionally, wherever
ecological studies are in progress.
In the itinerary section of his report on the San Francisco
Mountains, Kerriam states:
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After spending three days in outfitting /at Flagstaff/? ve
proceeded to Little Spring, at the north base of San
Francisco Mountain, and pitched our tents in a grove of
aspens and pir.es, or. a knoll Just northwest of the
spring, at an. altitude of 2,50° meters (0,250 feet). This
was our base camp for two months /August and September
18897? and from it numerous side-trips were made into the
surrounding country.
Present Status: Today Little Spring is In a private enclave
within the boundary of Coconino National Forest, The land is part of
the c,0. Bar Livestock Co. of Flagstaff. As shown by the attached
photos the site retains complete integrity. The spring cove is on a
slope that opens upon a beautiful meadow, Wildlife and handsome trees,
including very large aspens, give the scene a pristine quality that
recalls its charm for a biological investigator. Little Spring is
easily reached by a good Forest Service road, which branches off of
U.S. 180, It is located in T23N, RoE, 20 miles northwest of Flagstaff.
References: C, Hart Herriam. Results of a Biological Survey
of the Sar. Francisco fountain Region . . . y.S+D.A*, Division of
Ornithology and Kasmalogy. North American Fauna Series #3 (Washington,
IO90); Rexford F. Daubenmire, "Merriara's Life Zones of North America,"
Quarterly Review of Biology, XIII (Sept. 1938); S, Charles Kendelgh,
"History and SraluaWoiTbf Various Concepts of Plant and Animal
Communities in North America," Ecology, XXXV (April 195*0 •
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2. Desert Laboratory, Ariaona
location: Pine. County, just west of Tucson on Tucamoe Hill.
Ownership and Administration: Dr. Terah L. Smiley, Director,
Geochronology Laboratories, University of Arizona,
Tucson.
S ignif1cance: The Desert Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution
of Washington opened in I903 at Tucson, Arizona. For nearly half a
century it was the center for the study of North American desert
ecology. Notable among the distinguished scientists who made the
Desert Laboratory a world-famous institution were Dr. T>, T. HacPougsl
and Dr. Forrest L. Shreve. MacDougal's association with the Laboratory
began in 1903; Shre.veJs in 19°9. These men and their associates established the scientific foundations for the ecology of arid regions. Host
important were their reports on the role of arid conditions in the
evolution of flora and the migration of plants from humid zones. Thes-3
early studies covered not only the Southwest and northern Mexico, but
expeditions sponsored by the Desert Laboratory conducted field experiments and observations in Australia, Asia Kinor, iigypt, Sudan, Libyan.
Desert, Algeria, and South Africa.

These various research projects of

the Desert Laboratory concentrated on desert vegetation, with special
attention to the morphology and physiology of the spinose and succulent
type3 which: inhabit arid regions, their adjustments to arid conditions,
distributional movements, and the phytogeography of deserts in general.
Scores of major publications by the Carnegie Institution and hundreds
of articles contributed to transactions of societies and to periodicals
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resulted from the researches at the Desert Laboratory. These contributions were instrumental in establishing the scientific bases for desert
ecology, not only In the United States but throughout the world.
Present Status,: The site encompasses some 8C0 acres on
Tumamoc Hill, or "Science Hill," Just west of Tucson. Three major
buildings date from the historic period: Kain Laboratory (original
wing, 1903; main wing, 1906); Buildings So* 2 and 3 (I906). These
buildings and a number of more recent structures are used as laboratories
in the geochronology program of the University of Arizona. The purpose
of the current program Is to advance knowledge of geologic

time,

of

past climates, and of evolution of terrestrial biotas. Thus there is
a. direct line of continuity in the scientific work at the site. The
Desert Laboratory was founded in 1903. Its operations ceased in the
late 1930s and the area was transferred to the "U.S. Forest Service in
1940 for use as an experiment station. In 195G it became a unit of
the University of Arizona. The grounds surrounding the laboratory arc
fenced to protect the many type specimens identified by the early
botanists of the Carnegie Institution,
ngferences; Annual Reports of the Carnegie Institution, 1903
et. se_q,; historical Files of the Desert Laboratory (in library of the
University of Arizona); Forrest Shreve and Ira L. Wiggins, Vegetation
fir.d Flora of the 3 oneran Desert (Stanford, 196^), introduction contains history and evaluation"of significance of Desert Laboratory,
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3* Lowell _ Observatory, ^rxgor.a
Location; Coconino County, on ftars Hill 1 r.ile vest of
Flagstaff,
Ownership and Adfiilnlstratlon: Dr, John Scoville Hall,
Director, Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff,
Significance: Lowell Observatory was founded in l3?A by Dr,
Percival Lowell, Within the period of this study, this observatory was
the one significant center of "pure'1 science in the Southwest Region,
The observatory is noted for intensive studies of J-iar-s (in connection
with, which Dr, Lowell advanced the theory that the planet was Inhabited
by intelligent beings); the discovery of Pluto; and Dr, Andrew Slliott
Douglass* researches into zodiacal light and sun-spot phenomena. In
connection with this latter work, Dr, Douglass discovered dendrochronology, most often associated with archeology, but probably r;ore
rar-damentally important in climatology. Most important, however, is
the fact that beginning in 1912 Dr. V, M, Slipher of the Lowell
Observatory discovered the first observational evidence of the expanding
universe. This was a cosmologies! discovery of the first magnitude,
ranking in the history of astronomy with the Copcrnicar. Revolution. Cr.
the basis of this discoi'ery alone, the Lowell Observatory must be considered one of the world's most important astronomical centers.
Lowell Observatory stands on Mars Kill overlooking Flagstaff. It
continues, in the tradition established by Dr. Lowell, in pursuing a
broad program of astronomical research. Lowell established the observatory primarily for the purpose of studying the solar system and its
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evolution, and established the pioneering approach to planetary
astronomy. The Planetary Library and Research Center of the observatory,
and its status as the world center for planetary photography, are
symbolic of the continuity of Lowell*s original purpose.
Present Status: Of the historical structures at the site,
the most important is the original I896 housing for the historic 24-in.ch
Lowell Refracting Telescope. This instrument, installed in I896, has
been In continuous operation since that time. The original library
and administration building, built in l89 u , Is now a residence, but
retains its exterior historical character. The present administration
building dates from 1911*. The overall Integrity of the site is high,
both as to surviving historic structures and the continuing use of the
observatory-

Lowell Observatory is a privately endowed scientific

institution administered by the Pcrcival Lowell Estate.
References 1 Interview with Chief astronomer Henry Glclas,
9/15/6-; "The Lowell Observatory", 6-page folder issued at the
observatory; "llotos and Professional Reports11 of V. N. Slipher, Lowell
Observatory Library; Jack L. Cross, et al,, Arizona, its People_and
Resources (Tucson, i960); Percival Lowell, Observations on the Planet
I^PS . . . (Flagstaff, 189^-95, 1398).
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'+* Trinlty_Slte> flew Mexico
Location: Socorro County, some 25 miles south of U.S.
380 on the White Sands Missile flange.
Ownership and Administration: The White Sands fissile
Range is a restricted Array installation; the
Trinity Site is on land owned fcy the Dept.
of Defense.
Significance: There is little need to expound upon the
significance of the explosion of the world's first nuclear device at
this site on July 16, 19**5. An excellent account of the scientific
research and development that lay behind the first atomic tomb test,
as well as a narrative of events at the test site itself, is contained in the attached 20th Anniversary issue of The Atom (LASL, July l6t
19o5). Dr. Richard Hewlett, Chief Historian of the Atomic Energy
Commission, gives the Trinity Site first place in his listing of five
sites recommended by the AEC's Historical Advisory Committee for Landmark status.
Present Status: The Ground Zero area at the Trinity Site is
enclosed by a cyclone fence about a mile in circumference. Within this
fence are:

(1) the lava-3tone monument recently erected by the Army

at Ground Zero; (2) the fused, eroded stumps of three of the four
concrete piers that supported the steel tower on which the bomb was
detonated (the other pier was vaporized, though remnants of its stump
may be buried}; (i) scattered particles of trinitite, remains of the
300-yard-radlus shield of sand fused Into glass by the bomb; (*0 mounds
of sand covering the remains of three 61 by 12 r concrete-covered
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instrument bunkers at the west, north, and southeast extremities of
the fenced area; and (5) the almost indiscernaole saucer-like crater
scooped out by the bomb, but since then blurred into its surroundings
by wind drift.
Outside the fenced area are three concrete camera bunkers—two
about 1 nlle due north of Ground Zero, one about a mile westerly.
Also west 300 feet from Ground Zero are the remains of the 21*.-totJumbo container and the twisted steel girders of its support tower.
This great steel vessel was designed to contain the explosion, and—in
case of test failure—to hold for recovery the active plutonium. But
it was never used, and though the tower was destroyed, Jumbo survived
the explosion unscathed.
Only the sites are left of the three command bunkers that were
10,000 yards south, west, and north of Ground Zero. Army authorities
destroyed them within the last 2 or 5 months because the wooden supports
of the heavy concrete protective shields were rotting, threatening
collapse, and because rattlesnakes were denning in them. One of these
bunkers was Station South 10,000, the control center for the test
where J. Robert Oppenhelmer, director of the atomic bomb project,
I'Tcj. Gen. Leslie R. Groves, overall director of the Manhattan Project,
and iCenneth Bainbridge, test director, listened to the countdown and
first saw the awful product of their work.
Except for miscellaneous remnants of equipment, power and telephone
r_ir.es, etc., associated with the test, the only other significant site
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is the McDonald Ranch complex. The ranch house was used Cor final
assembly of the active material for the bomb. Reportedly, it still
stands some 10-15 utiles southeast of Ground Zero. The inciter was unable
to visit It.
Because the l.'hite Sar.ds fUssile Range is a restricted area under
heavy security guard, and because the Trinity Site is deep within the
range—practically speaking, inaccessible—this tremendously Important
site has deteriorated badly. The Army's destruction of t?ie three
command bunkers, understandable as a safety measure, is an irreparable
catastrophe in terms of historical preservation. Official visitors
to the site are not discouraged from picking up the remaining fragments
of trinltite, and the writer witnessed one person recover a fragment
of partially fused concrete that may well have cone from a concrete
pier of the bomb tower. Remaining instrument and camera bunkers are
in poor condition and will doubtless meet the same fate as the command
bunkers unless a preservation policy Is adopted soon. The Jumbo
container has been badly damaged with torches in the attempt tc cut
it into manageable pieces for transportation to a nearby town (las
Cruccs or ;Mamogordo) as a "souvenir."

The condition of the McDonald

Ranch is unknown.
it is strongly recommended:

(1) that the Trinity Site (Ground

Zero and all surrounding structures, remains, and sites, including
the KcBor.ald Ranch) be declared a landmark eligiblej and (2) that the
Service, in cooperation with the /-.EC and the Department of Defense,
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prepare a site study resulting in an historical case map and a
preservation policy relating to each significant site, structure, or
remain at the Trinity Site and vicinity.
Obviously, the Trinity Site cannot become a national Park now.
But someday, 20, 30« ^0, 50 years hence, this site Mill be Tree of
present restrictions, and historically it will be even more important
than it is now. If deterioration, destruction, and vandalism are
allowed to proceed as in the past, this site—like few others, a part
of the world/s heritage—villi disappear entirely.
References: The .Aton (LASL, July 16, 1965); Richard Hewlett,
The jJev;_ World, 1959**^ A. 3jfitory - ofthe . , U n l ^ e - 4 - ^ a t e s atomic Energy
Coirrdsslon (vol. 1, Pennsylvania State University Tress, 19^2); She
First 20 rears at Los Alamos (LASLa 1963],
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3IT2S ALSO COIiSIX'ERED
1, Fort_Whipple, Arizona
Locatlcr-: Yavapai County, 1 mile cast of Prcscott on
Alt, U.S. 39.
An interesting chapter in the history of Southwestern natural
science was provided by the corps of distinguished Army surgeonnaturalists stationed at various military posts during the latter part
of the 19th century. Host influential of these was Dr. Elliott Coues,
one of the greatest ornithologists of all time and a prolific writer
on the subject, his two-volume Key to Horth American Birds is a
monument to his genius and literary skill. While Audubon popularised
and dramatised ornithology, Coues unified and stabilized it as a
science of the highest order. He was a founder of the American
Ornithologis tsT Union.
Headquarters for Coues1 extensive field work in Arizona and Ivew
Kexlco was Fort Whipple near Prescott, Arizona, presently a veterans
hospital with a number of buildings remaining f m * the late military
period.

2,

Camp Verde, Arizona
Location: Yavapai County, at town of Camp Verde, off
State Route 79.
Dr. Edgar Alexander I-learns, also an Army surgeon-naturalist, was

only slightly less influential than. Coues on the course of Southwestern
natural science. During the l830s he iras stationed at Camp Verde,
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Arizona, and began the collection of plants and animals that, by the
time of his death in 192-6", made him. the greatest single contributor of
biological collections to the United States national Museum. In the
period 1892-94, be explored the entire international boundary botwecr.
El Paso and San Diego, collected 30,000 specimens, and became the
leading authority on the flora and fauna of the boundary region. His
collections of plants made in Grant County, Met* Mexico, were critical
In the preparation of the first state flora. In 1°08 he was selected
by Theodore Roosevelt as naturalist on the Roosevelt Expedition to Africa.
A tablet set in a ledge on Pluamers Island in the Potomac River above
Washington, a rallying place for naturalists, marks the spot where
his ashes were scattered.
Gamp Verde, a well preserved and administered historic site in
Arizona, is well suited to commemorate Dr. f-Iearns1 work.
3. Meteor Crater, Arizona
Location:

Coconino County, 5 miles south of U.S. 66.

D. M. Barringer's studies of meteorites at Meteor Crater dote
from 1905. These studies were the prelude to Quite significant work
In the 1950s on the composition of meteors, affects o£ impact of
ir.e tec-rites, etc. Though Meteor Crater is more logically a candidate
for Natural Landmark status, Earringer's work is signifleant in the
history of scier.ee ir, its own right.
-I, Port Wiagate. New Mexico
Location: Hc-i:5r.ley County, 3 miles south of Interstate NO.
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Perhaps the most famous Independent plant collector of the Southwest was Edward Palmer, who did extensive field work in ;jev Mexico,
Arizona, and Utah in the 1370s. Unfortunately, his vast collections,
stored in the U.S. national Herbarium, were little used, therefore his
work did not achieve the significance of other less careful naturalists.
Fort Iv'ingate New Mexico, was one of Palmers more Important base camps.

5- Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,__KewHexlcp
Location: Los Alamos,
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, founded January 1, 19^3, does
not meet the criterion of age, but it is so significant in its
contributions to the birth of the Nuclear Age, that $0 years of perspective seens hardly necessary.
The history already made at Los Alamos ha3 been momentous for the
entire world. The Laboratory was founded for the purpose of developing
an instrument of war, the nuclear fission bomb. Successful in that
task, LASL undertook & second assignment—creation of a

1!

super11 weapon

deriving energy from the thermonuclear fusion of hydrogen. This mission,
too, was successful. Since that time the laboratory has continued to
be the nation's foremost development center for nuclear weapons. Lore
than 90$ of the fissior. and fusion warheads now in American stockpiles
are IASL devices.
The other half of UiSL's history—the nonmilitary half—is equally
impressive. Ever since 19'-3 the Laboratory has been making contributions
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ic fundamental scientific knowledge and to peaceful applications of
atomic energy. The world's first enriched-uranium reactor was designed
and built at Los Alamos, where it has been in operation since 194"t.
The world's first Plutonium-fueled reactor went into operation at Los
Alamos In 13^6", This was also the world's first fast-neutron reactor.
In more recent years the Laboratory has developed a reactor using
uranium phosphate fuel and another using molten plutonium, both for
the first time anywhere. Several rocket propulsion reactors have
been built and ground tested, with flight tests scheduled in the next
few years* The Laboratory continues to be a leader in many other
peaceful fields, including chemistry and metallurgy, biology and
medicine, thermionic electricity, plasma physics, instrument development and electronic computing.
This Office disagrees with the recommendation of Dr. Richard
Hewlett of the AEG that Los Alamos not be accorded "exceptional value"
classification.

LASL's role as the focal point of nuclear weapon

research and development {as contrasted to the development and
production o£ nuclear materials at Oak Ridge and Richland), and the
concentration here of an unparalleled pool of scientific talent
(Cppenheimer, Fermi, Bethe) seems to us to warrant this divergence
of opinion. It is requested that the Consulting Committee and the
Advisory Board take into account this difference of opinion in Judging
the site.
1, See attached copy of The Atom {LASL, July l6, 196*5)•
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6. Fremont Campsite, Utah
Location: Utah County, near town of Spanish Fork.
The prerequisite of scientific work in the West was a firm
geographic foundation. The last great mystery of American geography
was finally and definitively solved by John C. Fremont during his second
exploration of the West in 184U, He it was who destroyed one of the
most persistent myths of American exploration by disproving the existence of the San Buenaventura River which was supposed to drain the
vast interior between the 'Wasatch Range and the Sierra Nevadas. Having
circled the area surrounding the Great Salt Lake, he concluded that it
was a region of interior drainage with no outlet to the sea. On one
of the most important maps in the history of American cartography,

he

called it "The Great Basin"—a fundamental revelation in American
geography and a scientific achievement of the first rank.
Fremont, according to his Report, formulated his Great Basin conclusion while encamped on the southwest shore of Lake Utah at the
approximate site of the modern town of Spanish Fork. According to
Dr. Everett Cooley, Director of the Utah Historical Society, no attempt
has ever been made to locate the exact site, beyond this approximation.
Fremont's Report provides no specific data or descriptions of terrain
that could be employed for this purpose. Today the area of Fremont's
camp is farm land with enclaves of urban and industrial development.
1, Map of an Exploring Expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the
Year 16*1-2 and to- Oregon and^Korth California in the Years lo'*0"44,
drawn by Charles Transs (Wash-fngtor., 1M5T#
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APPENDIX
Discussion of Lost or Unidentifiable Sites
Systematic scientific work by Anglos began In the Southwest with
the Army exploring expeditions and surveys of the 19th century, most
particularly during the period 1836 to 1863 under the direction of the
Topographical Engineers.
The Maj. Stephen H. Long Expedition of 1819-20 is representative
of the earlier Army explorations, including in its civilian contingent
such eraalnent scientists as Thomas Say, zoologist, Augustus E. Jossup,
geologist, and Edwin James, botanist. Despite the luster of these
names, the scientists did not produce memorable results on the Long
Expedition, liorc significant than their collections of new species
of plants and animals, was Long's description of the High Plains as
"The Great American Desert," a conception that has been bitterly fought
ever since, but which, nevertheless, has been, substantially vindicated
by men like Powell and V.'ebb, and has proved the determining factor
of human ecology in the arid West.
Mo site in Southwest Hegion can be isolated to commemorate the
Long Expedition.
* • * • • * •

ft-

*

*

During the period of the Mexican War a number of Army expeditions
explored the Southwest. Fremont crossed the Great Salt Desert of Utah.
Lts, James W. Abort and VJilliam G, Peck explored the Canadian River
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country and, later, New Mexico. Lt. William H. Emory mapped Texas
and accompanied General Kearny's Army of the West from Fort Leavenworth
to California via the Gila route across Arizona. Capt. George W.
Hughes marched with General Wool's army across Texas into Mexico. In
general, these expeditions subordinated science to military considerations.

They did, however, make notable contributions to scientific

geography, and Emory collected and described many new plant species,
including the first scientific description of the giant cactus of
Arizona.
Aside from the difficulty of locating significant sites to commemorate the Mexican War Reconnaissance, the nature oC the scientific
work was superficial, as might be expected during military campaigns
in the midst of enemy territory,
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The Pacific Railroad Surveys of 1B53-55, in addition to their
great geographic contributions, dwarfed a l l previous scientific
assaults on the Trans-i-tfssissippi West. The If published volumes of
the Pacific Railroad Reports, plus scores of learned papers stemming
from data collected during the Surveys, comprised a huge compendium
that defined the scientific outlines of the Far West, One hundred and
six scientifically trained men accompanied the Topographical Engineers
making the Surveys,

Most of them were proteges of and had been

appointed by America's top scientists—men like Baird of the Smithsonian, Hall, Torrey, Azasslz,

The main function of these field men

n

was to collect and describe all phenomena of any scientific Interest
and bring the data back 3ast to be classified by their mentors•
The Surveys were conducted with such speed that It was impossible
to pursue specific scientific problems to conclusion. Thus, despite
the masses of biological data collected and the excellent work in
geology, particularly In describing the forces of erosion, the ultimate
scientific results of the Surveys were disappointing in terms of
theories or encompassing generalizations. Primarily, the work resulted
in rather superficial geological description and classification of
new biological species. This was natural, for classification and
description were the prevailing scientific approaches of the time.
Also, the very mass of new data and the great complexity of Western
geology prevented research in depth. The Railroad Surveys produced
a fast scientific reconnaissance and a broad view at the level of
discovery. It would be the job of future generations to digest and
put to use the immense anounts of data the Surveys had collected.
Despite their limitations, the Railroad Surveys were immensely
significant in opening up whole regions that had beer virtually unknown to science.
Though the Railroad Surveys traversed large parts of Southwest
Region and contributed valuable scientific data, especially the geological work of William p. Blake in Oklahoma's Antelope Kills, there
seems to be no particular site that illustrates more than a fragment
of this contribution.
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As stated in the Introduction, some notable gPPiitdfciQns of
Eastern inventions occurred in Southwest Region, One of these applications has been documented and its site approximated by Walter
Prescott Webb, The invention was the Colt six-shooter; the event
was the Battle of the Pedernales, fought in June 18UU about $0 miles
above Seguin, probably in Kendall County, Texas*

In this battle the

famous Indian fighter Capt, Jack Hays led a group of Colt-amed Texas
Rangers against a band of mounted Comanches and defeated them* The
Rangers' success, according to participants, was made possible only
because of the six-shooters, which, for the first time, gave white
men a chance in mounted cocibafc against Indians using fast firing
bows-and-arrows*

The Rattle of the Pedernales revolutionized Plains

warfare, for it proved the utility of the six-shooter "as the only
weapon which enabled the frontiersman to defeat the mounted Indian
in his own peculiar mode of warfare.."
Unfortunately, the site of the Battle of the Pedernales is only
approximate.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

According to A.R* Morter.sen of the Utah State Historical Society,
two potential "Invention" sites exist in Utah: one associated with
John I". Browning of Ogden, pioneer inventor of automatic weapons; and
a second relating to the early electronic and radio developments of
Philo Famsworth*

Neither the significance of these men's work nor

potential sites associated with them have been evaluated at this writing.
1, Quoted from the Id^0 testimonial of E-laj* George T. Howard,
lexas Army.
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SOUTHWEST IlESiOH
Pre!jlmjtnary^Contjlbutl on asd
V/cf%il_^lst_of .SltrA
for *Science g"r"cT InventTcci"

INTRODUCTION
The Southwest was essentially a frontier environment throughout
the period covered by this study* Thus one looks in vein for fundamental
accomplishments in such pure sciences as physics and chemistry. Laboratory facilities of the type that would result in such accomplishments
were nonexistent. The same sorts of environmental limitations apply to
the field of invention, though there were some notable gppli^cations of
inventions that had beer, developed in the East.
Very significant scientific work was done, however, in two fields:
anthropology and the natural sciences—primarily biology and geology,
Anthropology (including its subdisciplines—archeology, ethnology,
linguistics, etc,}, is not treated in this study, it being the opinion
of this Region that this broad field should be incorporated into a
special thene study dealing with the social sciences.
Thus we come to the crux of this discussion:

the natural sciences,

we may conceive of the Southwest as a great open book exhibiting some
of nature's most stupendous wonders, some of its most fantastic geologic
manifestations, some of its most variegated landscapes and life aones.
fiS the Southwest was culturally a raw and extreme land, so was it raw
and extreme in nature. From the time of the first Spaniard right up
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to the present day the scientist has found nature exposed here, naked to
the elements.

In the deserts, in the mountains rising abruptly from ths

deserts, and ^n the canyons gashing the deserts, the s c i e n t i s t found
incredible conjunctions in geology and biology.

In a few hours he could

hike from Sonoran desert to Alpine forest in Southwestern mountains, or
descend through two billion years of earth history in Grand Canyon,
•Thus, in natural science, as in a r t and literature, the Southwest was
the Nation's Great outdoor laboratory and place of inspiration.

Were

came the savants of the East to Gather objects and isipressio-ns which they
took back East to their laboratories.

For most of the period here

considered, the basic approach to the Soutkwostern frontier in science,
as in every other field, was extractive *
The history of science in the pre-1915 Southwest f a l l s into two
c i a t i r.c t, th 0 ugh 0 v erlapp lng, s t age s ;
(1) The era of the field nen who collected sr-d classified;
(2) the era of the theorizes* s who systematized and synthesized.
In general, i t may be said, that finding s i t e s to associate with the f i r s t
era is difficult, for most of this work was accomplished by scientists
accompanyins government and n l l i t a r y surveys and explorations. The
Groups conducting these expeditions were "passing through" and did not
pause anywhere long enough to establish geographic points of special
significance.

There are a few s i t e s , however, associated with the

second era, as well as some that do not f i t neatly into either category.
The material that follows, including s i t e descriptions and evaluations of the work of particular outstanding scientists for whom i t
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would be desirable to find site associations, is based on preliminary
docunentary research and consultation with such noted authorities in the
field of Southwestern natural science as Hatt Dodge, former Regional
Naturalist In this Office; Dr. William £* HcDougal and Dr. /.rdith
Johnsen of the Iluseum of Korthern Arizona; and Pr. C, P. Oliver,
Chairman of the Zoology Department of the University of Texas. It should
be emphasized that the findings are tentative and will have to be confirmed through further research, consultation, snd field work—a task
which will be completed by raid-September,
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GENERAL DIECTSSIOfJ
OF SITES

AND SCIENTISTS

Spanish expeditions into the Southwest were accompanied by scientists or naturalists who reported on the geography and the flora and
fauna of the zones through which they passed* Thus Coronado's expedition
reported the Grand Canyon and the buffalo. But these early observers
made no notable contributions to theoretical science, nor did they often
rise above the level of sheer wonderment at their discoveries.
With the coming of the Jesuits into southern. Arizona a more systematic end profound scientific spirit was exhibited. Foremost among
these missionaries was Father Eusebio Francisco Xlno, His work as
cartographer and geographer of Piaerfa Alts, as well as his descriptive
writings, are still basic sources for naturalists, historians, and
anthropologists concerned with this region. Being a nan of many parts
Kino does not fit neatly into any particular scientific niche, but he
can well be termed the first scientist of the Southwest. As such he
should be mentioned in this study, and either Turaacacori National
Ilonument or San Xavier del Tac should be treated in the "Also Considered"
category.
References: Herbert E. Bolton, Kino1s Historical Tlemoir of Pimerfa
Alta {Berkeley, l ^ S ) ;
^ r The Padre on
Horseback (Chicago, l$€JY,
Perhaps the finest systematic scientific treatise rendered by a
Jesuit missionary was Father Ignaz Pfefferkorn's Description of the
Province of Sonora. The first volume of this work is a detailed
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catalogue of the animal, p2ant, and mineral kingdoms In the region
traversed by Pfefferkorn. In his missionary travels. Though his longest
assignments were at the missions of Atf and Cucurpe in what Is now
Sonora, jle-xico, Pfefferkorn was also stationed at mission San Gabriel
de Cuebavi in Arizona at the junction of the Sonoita and Santa Cruz
Rivers. Mission Tumacacorl was one of Pfefferkorn's ylsitas at this
time. His natural history of Sonora encompasses the entire geographic
province up to the Gila Elver and is far and away the most significant
work of its kind during the Spanish. Period. Pfefferkorn's study of
Sonoran natural phenomena is more than a historical curiosity. Today's
naturalists find it an invaluable source for tracing the evolution of
the Sonoran desert from the r.id-lSth century to the present.
The best site In the United States for commemorating Pfefferkorn's
i-rork is Tumacacorl National Ilonument,
References: Elliott Coues, On the "rail of a Spanish Pioneer, Carces
Diary, 3775-6 (New York, 1900); Ignaz Pfefferkorn, Sonora,
/. Description of the province (Albuousrquet 19'+ 9).
Hany other Spanish missionaries made scientific contributions,
notable among them Carces end Escalante. rut their work was not of the
fundamental importance of that of Kino and Pfefferkorn.
Early Anglo Period
Systematic scientific work by Anglos began in the Southwest with, the
Army exploring expeditions and surveys of the 19th century, most
particularly during the period 1&3B to I063 under the direction of the
Topographical Engineers.
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The 11a;]. Stephen fl. Long Expedition of l8lc-20 is representative of
the earlier Artsy explorations, including in Its civilian contingent such
emrainent scientists as Thomas Say, zoologist, Augustus E, Jessup,
geologist, and Edwin James, botanist. Despite the luster of these names,
the scientists did not produce memorable results on the Long Expedition,
i'ore significant than their collections of new species of plants and
animals, was Long's description of the High Plains as "The Great American
Desert,11 a conception that has been bitterly fought ever since, but
which, nevertheless, has teen substantially vindicated by men lixe
Powell and Uebb, and has proved the determining factor of human ecology
in the arid tlest.
Mo site In Southwest Region can be isolated to commemorate the Long
Expedition.
The prerequisite of scientific uorfc In the West was a firm geographic
foundation. The last great mystery of American geography was finally
and definitively solved by John C. Fremont during his second exploration
of the West in lS'r'l, He it was who destroyed one of the most persistent
myths of American exploration by disproving the existence of the San
Euenaventura River which was supposed to drain the vast interior between
the v/asatch Range and the Sierra Revadas. Having circled the area
sux*roundiivj the Great Salt Late,

he concluded that it W3B a region of

Interior drainage with no outlet to the sea.

pn one of the most important

maps in the history of American cartography, he called it "The Great

1* l\IP of an Exploring Expedition to the^Rocky i-Iountalns i_n_thg_
Year l3^2"'sncM;o Oregon'and North California In the years io^-VM, drawn
by Charles 1?feuss (Washington, lo-b).
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Tasin 11 —a fundamental revelation in American geography and a scientific
achievement of the first rank.
Fremont, according to his Report, formulated his Great Has in conclusion while encamped at Utah. lake on May 23 > 1 8 ^ ,

Reportedly, this

site can still he located today.
Reference^: gloria Griff en Cline, Exploring the_Crea-t^asin (Norman,
1563); William H. Ooetsnsann, J'iynlY..,E^F^<?raM-glft._ih_the
/•nerican h'csLt,_ JjQ3"l363 [New Haven, 1959)Luring the period of the Mexican War a number of Army expeditions
explored the Southwest, Fremont crossed the Great Salt Desert of Utah.
I.ts. Jajr.es U. Abert and William G, Peck explored the Canadian River
country and, later, JJew Mexico, Lt, William H. Emory mapped Texas and
accompanied General Xearhy's jinny of the West from Fort Leavenworth to
California via the Gila route across Arizona. Capt. George U. Hughes
marched with General Wool's a m y across Texas into Mexico, In general,
these expeditions subordinated science to military considerations. They
did, however, cake notable contributions to scientific geography, and
Emory collected and described many new plant species, including the
first scientific description of the giant cactus of Arizona.
Aside from the difficulty of locating significant sites to commemorate the Mexican War Reconnaissance, the nature of the scientific
work was superficial, as might bo expected during military campaigns In
the midst of enemy territory,
The Dour.dary Survey that fixed the line between Mexico and the united
States In the early loyOs resulted in significant contributions in the
fields of geography, geology, and biology. The most important document
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relating to the subject is Emory's Report on the United Stat e s_ and Kexlcan
Boundary Survey (Washington, 1359)* which includes two volumes of
scientific reports. In addition to the geographic and cartographic
activities of the Topographical Engineers who conducted the survey,
accompanying field scientists described the geology of the boundary region
and collected many biologic specimens. These field reports and collections
became the tools of Eastern scientists, who for the first time had
adequate material to begin generalizing and theorizing about the Southwest. The region's geologic history was reconstrueted. Doctor Parry
and Arthur Schott advanced theories of mountain-making, continental uplift, igneous intrusion and inundation. Paleontologist James Hall
correlated strata formations and began geologic mapping, Botanists John
Torrey and George Englemann, basing their work on the Boundary Survey
collections, produced monumental works on plant classification. Zoologists
Palrd and C-irard of the Smithsonian Institution made similar contributions
in their discipline. These various scientific labors, especially In the
field of geology, resulted in the first groping attempts to assign principles of scientific causality to the natural history of the TransMississippi West, Thus the scientific significance of the boundary Survey
can hardly be exaggerated.
The proposed Chamizal Memorial Park at El Paso, Texas, would be an
ideal site at -which to commemorate the scientific work of the Boundary
Survey,
Reference: Scetzmann, Army Exploration.
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The Pacific Railroad Surveys of 1&53-55. In addition to their
great geographic contributions, dwarfed all previous scientific
assaults on the Trans-Mississippi TJest, The 17 published volumes of
the Pacific Railroad Reports, plus scores of learned papers stemming
from data collected during the Surveys, comprised a huge compendium that
defined the scientific outlines of the Far Host, One hundred and six
scientifically trained men accompanied the Topographical Engineers
making the Surveys. Most of them were protege's of and had been appointed
by America* s top scientists—men like Taird of the Smithsonian, Hall,
Torrey, Azassia. The main function of these field men was to collect
and describe all phenomena of any scientific interest and bring the data
back East to be classified by their mentors.
The Surveys vie re conducted with such speed that It was impossible to
pursue specific scientific problems to conclusion. Thus, despite the
masses of biological data collected and the excellent work in geology,
particularly in describing the forces of erosion, the ultimate scientific
results of the Surveys were disappointing in terms of theories or
encompassing generalizations. Primarily, the work resulted in rather
superficial geological description and classification of new biological
species. This was natural, for classification and description were the
prevailing scientific approaches of the time. Also, the very mass of
new data and the great complexity of Viestern geology prevented research
in depth. The Railroad Surveys produced a fast scientific reconnaissance
end a broad view at the level of discovery.

It would be the job of

future generstior.s to digest and put to use the Immense amounts of data
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the Surveys bad collected. Despite their limitations, the Railroad
Surveys were irjnensciy significant in opening up whole regions that had
been virtually unknown to science,
Though the Railroad Surveys traversed large parts of Southwest
Region and contributed valuable scientific data, especially the geological work of William P. Elake, there seems to be no particular site
that illustrates more than a fragment of this contribution.
References: Goetznann, Army Exploration; Ceorge Leslie Albright,
Official_Explorations for Pacific Jjailroafis, 1833-13-55
(Ferkeley, 1921)
An interesting chapter in the history of Southwestern natural
science was provided by the corps of distinguished Army surgeonnaturalists stationed at various military posts during the latter part
or the lych century, Host Influential of these was Dr. Elliott Coues,
one of the greatest ornithologists of all time and a prolific writer
or. the subject. His two-volume Key_to .Northfogrj-canEiffe Ifl a monument
to his genius and literary skill. While Audubon popularized and
dramatized ornithology, Coues unified and stabilized it as a science
of the highest order. He vzs

a founder of the American Ornithologists'

Union,
Headquarters for Coues' extensive field work in Arizona and Hew
Mexico was Fort Whipple near Prescott, Arizona, presently a veterans
hospital with s number of buildings remaining from the late military
period.

This might bo an "Also Considered1' site.

References: J. Stokley Llgon, New Hexico Iirflg (Albuquerque, 1961);
Joseph E[-.'&n, Rocky f|ounj^ln__Haturaljs_gs (Denver, 2950);
FlorencetferriamEailey, Dlrds of (lew IVexico (Albuquerque,
1928).
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Dr. Edgar Alexander Yearns, also an Array surgeon-naturalist, was
only slightly less influential than Coues on the course of Southwestern
natural science. During the l8S0s he was stationed at Camp Verde,
Arizona, and began the collection of plants and anlnals that, by the
tise of his death in 191°\ made him the greatest single contributor of
biological collections to the United States National Kuseuia. In the
period 1392-°A, he explored the entire international boundary between
El Paso and San Diego, collecting 30,000 specimens and becoming the
leading authority on the flora and fauna of the boundary region. His
collections of plants made in Grant County, New fiexico, ware critical
in the preparation of the first state flora. In 1908 he was selected
by Theodore Roosevelt as naturalist on the Roosevelt Expedition to
Africa, A tablet set in a ledge on planners Island in the Potomac River
above Washington, a rallying place for naturalists, narks the spot where
his ashes were scattered.
Camp Verde, a well preserved and administered historic site in
Arizona, is well suited to commemorate Dr. Kearns' work.

It would be an

"Also Considered" site.
References: Ligbh> New flcxico f-irds; Euan, Rocky Mountain Naturalists.
Perhaps the most famous independent plant collector of the Southwest was Edward Palmer, who did extensive field work in New fiexico,
Arizona, and Utah In the 1870s. Unfortunately, his vast collections,
stored in the U.S. National Herbarium, were little used, therefore his
work did not achieve the significance of other less careful naturalists.

ia

FcrfclJingate, Hew Mexico, was one of Palmer's more important base
camps and can be listed in the "Also; Noted" category.
References; Ewan, Rocky Mountain Haturalls_ts_; Rogers ricVaugh, Edward
Palmer-, Plant Explorer of the American j-gst (1956).
Iate_AR/?lo Period
The post-Civil War years inaugurated a new scientific era In the
Southwest. The period of reconnaissance and di3covery was largely
replaced by one of research in depth and the beginnings of theoretical
generalization—a trend that continued to gain momentum throughout the
period under study.
Four geological and geographical surveys, later called the Great
Surveys, undertook the massive task of finding out what lay west of the
hundredth meridian. Parties led by Ferdinand Vandiveer Hayden, medical
doctor turned geologist, Clarence King, aristocrat and intellectual,
John Wesley Powell, conqueror of the Colorado River, and Lt, George II.
V.'heeler, determined military man and scientist, roamed over the wild
country during the years 1867-79, observing, analyzing, theorizing,
mapping, and, at the end of each season, returning to Washington to
publish their results. The Inquiries of the Great Surveys into geology,
geography, and biology formed the tasls for much of the knowledge of the
physical West. Their scientific contributions were enormous, most of
them published in some 12G major volur.es listed in the Checklist of
United States Public Documents, l?8?-*190l. In 1879 the Great Surveys
were consolidated Into the Unite;1. St?tes Geological Survey and the great
work continued throughout the period of this study and down to the present
day.
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In terms of scientific achievement in Southwest Region, the giants
of the Great Surveys and the subsequent U. 5. Geological Survey were
John Wesley Powell, Othr.iel C, Harsh, Grove Karl Gilbert, U. fl* Davis,
and C. E. Dutton.
Powell, explorer of the Colorado River and writer of a classic
adventure story based on that exploration, Is usually dismissed in just
those words. But as Bernard DeVbto has pointed out in his Introduction
to Wallace Stenrierrs Beyond the Hundredth Meridian, Powell was a great
scientist v.'ho used his knowledge to pierce through romantic misconceptions
about the West and propose a realistic program for Its development.
Powellf s Report on the lands of the Arid Region of gjgJiWtedjStgt^ is
the first great scientific synthesis on the West. Mere he used the
methods and data of science to evolve an encompassing theory that would
shape legal, political, and social institutions in a West dominated by
the fact of aridity. Even if Powell had not been the prophet of the
West, his work as geologist and ethnologist would have made him a great
scientist. His founding of two of the most influential scientific
government bureaus would have made him a great nan.
Even though Powell's later activities were of much greater national
importance, his river journey down the Colorado was, as Stegner puts it,
symptom and symbol. Here he began the scientific approach to the West
that would result in such momentous contributions. Both Grand Canyon
National Park and Glen Canyon National Recreation Area are suited to
CGrrmemoration of Powell's career.
References: Richard A, Dartlett Great Surveys of the American West
(Hormon, 1562); 'Wallace Stegner, Beyond bhe Hundredth
Keridian (Boston, 195^).

If

Othniel C. Harsh, one of the greatest /.merican paleontologists,
President of the National Academy of Sciences, Is chiefly remembered
for his developmental history of the horse from eohtppys to eguus, the
clinching documentation of the theory of evolution. His work in
association with the Great Surveys and the U.S. Geological Survey was
instrumental in fixing the geologic ages and tracing the story of plant
and animal life in the tJest.
Marsh's work is commemorated by I'arsh Peek in the "Uinta Mountains
of Utah where he did seme of his most important field Investigations,
but no suitable historic site is known at the time of this writing.
References: Steener, reynnd the Hundredth Meridian; Tartlett, Orest
Surveys; Charles Schuchert, Q. C. Marsh, Pioneer in
Paleor.tolony (Hew Haven, I$WOf»
Grove liarl Gilbert's contributions to geology were of the same
magnitude as Powell's. His brilliant theoretical mind and vivid
Imagination found its challenge in the questions raised by the geology
of the Great Las In and the plateaus of Utah. Many of his theories have
continued to be considered valid in the light of half a century of
additional research.
Though he worked for 4 years with the Vjheeler Survey, Gilbert's
most important contributions date from his association with Powell, both
in the Powell Survey and later with, the U". 5. Geological Survey, His
"Report on the Geology of the Henry Mountains" (Powell Survey, 1677)
developed the Laccolithic Theory, a major step forward in the understanding of voleanism. . His "Lake ronncville'' (U.S. Geological Survey,
1S9O) teas the definitive monograph on that subject, Gilbert, along vxlth
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\l, M. Davis, was largely responsible for the creation of the sub-science,
physiography, which deals with the earth's surface and processes by which
It is being changed,
Gilbert's base camp In the Henry Mountains of Utah would be an
excellent site to commemorate his work,

Field work is necessary to

verify this site.
References: Carroll Lane Penton and Mildred Adams Fenton, Plants of
Geology {Hew York, 1952); Dartlett, Great Surveys;
Stegner, Eeyrohdjthg Hundredth Meridian.
Capt. Clarence E. Dutton was another Powell protege* who made his
geological mark while associated with the Powell Survey and the U.S.
Geological Survey. His Reportcn the_Geolofry of_thc High Plateaus of
Utah (Powell Survey, i860) and his Tertiary History of the Grand Canyon
District {U.S. Geological Survey, 1882} have ever since been scientific
classics and established Dutton for all time as one of America's great
geologists.
Grand Canyon National Park is the obvious commemorative site.
References: Eartlett, Great Surveys; Stegner, Deyond the Hundredth
fferljian.
W. II, Davis ranks with Powell and Gilbert in the development of
the science of physiography. Building upon the work of his predecessors,
he added new principles to the science, outlined the theory of
progressive stages in the development of land forms, and gave the
science organization and definition. His Physical Geography, I898, and
Geographical essays, 1909, are his most famous works. However, his
extensive field work in the C-rand Canyon and a number of basic monographs derived therefrom were instrumental in the development of his
physiographic theories.
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Grand Canyon National Park is again the suitable commemorative
site.
References: Ralph Stockman Tarr, Physiography. (New York, 1928); Edwin D,
IIcKee, Ancient Landscapes of the Grand Canyon Region
{Flagstaff, 195D.
As In geology, so in biology, the last years of the 19th century
brought to the fore a distinguished group of synthesizers in the Southwest. Host Important of these was the great zoologist Dr. C. Hart
Kerriam, who established the Life Sone concept in the 1890s in the Son
Francisco Mountains of Arizona. nerriara had accompanied the Hayden
Survey in 1872, and was the founder and first chief of the U.S. Tureau
of Dlological Survey, predecessor of the present Fish and Wildlife
Service.
Though hints of zonal distribution of plant and animal life had
been dropped as early as the time of Humboldt, Merriam was the first
to advance and define the Life Zone concept in scientific terms.

his treatise Results o f t h e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ } . ^ y ^ V _ . ^ , _}^.

In

.^.^^^^^^^

Mountain Region and Vpsert of__the_LltQfJ}olorz&o_ln Ixrlzon* (1890), he
graphically recorded his conclusions—that forms of life are peculiar to
given altitudinal areas or zones, hence the designation of a region or
zone by the presence of flora and fauna not found in others. Since
temperatures on north slopes differ from those on south exposures, life
zones do not run on arbitrary contours. Latitude is also important in
determining climate. This combination of altitude, exposure, and
latitude (climate) is basic in the ecology that governs the existing
distribution of flora and fauna indigenous to the various regions.

i?

Wcrriara's concept was fundamental in the development of the science of
ecology—the most important modern generalization in the biological
field. The high repute In which Merriara's work is still held is attested
by the recent meeting at the Museum of Northern Arizona, attended by
biologists from all over this Nation and Canada, commemorating his
ecological studies in Northern Arizona.
CerriasiVs base camp at Little Springs in the San Francisco Mountains
is still preserved and frequently visited. Pending field investigation,
it would seem to be an "Exceptional Value" site.
References: Ewan, Rocky Mountain Naturalists; Ligon, New Mexico Birds;
Dr. Araith Johnsen, Museum of Northern Arizona.
Vernon Orlando Bailey, protege* and son-in-law of C. Hart Herriart,
"was Chief Naturalist of the bureau of Biological Survey. In the field
of rammology especially, he brought to fruition the Life Zone concept.
His studies in Hew Mexico were very significant, resulting in a shelf
of official fiolocical Survey reports. Florence f-Ierriam Bailey, Vernon's
wife, warrants the title of greatest American woman ornithologist.
Though many of the publications of this husband-and-wife team date from
the 1920s, the field i»*orJc upon which these publications were based began
in the 1890s. One of their favorite field locations was the CarlsbadGuadalupe Mown tains area of New Mexico and Texas. Vernon Bailey's
Animal Life of Carlsbad Oaverr. is perhaps his finest ecological study,
Carlsbad Caverns National Bark is the best site to commemorate
the Baileys' work.
References; Euan, Rocky Mountain Naturalists; Ligon, Hew Mexico Birds;
Florence Herrian Bailey, Birds of New Mexico.
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The Desert laboratory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington opened
in I905 at Tucson, Arizona, For

nearly half a century it was the center

for the study of North American desert ecology. Notable among the
distinguished scientists who made the Desert Laboratory a worid-famous
institution were Br, D. T. MacDougal and Dr. Forrest L, Shreve, I-IacDougal's
association Kith the laboratory began in 19°3; Shreve's in 1?.09« These
men and their associates established the scientific foundations for the
ecology of arid regions. Host important were their reports on the role
of arid conditions in the evolution of flora and the migration of plants
frcm humid zones.
The Desert Laboratory is now a unit of the University of Arizona
and is located in the mountains west of Tucson, Depending upon the
integrity of the site, it night be classified In either the "Exceptional
Value" or the "Also Considered" categories.
References: Dr, Ardith Johnsen, Museum of Northern Arizona; Forrest
Shreve and Ira h, Wiggins, Vegetation and Flora of the
Sonoran_Desert (Stanford, 1964).
Ernest Thompson Seton was a naturalist-popularizer who did for the
Southwest what John Burroughs did for the Hudson River region, L prolific
writer, he produced more than ^0 volumes of nature studies, plus scores
of scientific articles and treatises that are standard in every museum
and zoo. To Seton. belongs the credit for the modern method of field
identification popularized by Roger Torey Peterson in his series of field
guides. It was Setoa who in his drawings first used that device of
emphasizing the definitive characteristics of a species which can be
observed from a distance, Seton illustrated all of his own books and
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made hundreds of drawings for museums and other institutions, Dy many
he is considered the best animal artist who ever lived. His magnum opus,
LifeKistories of North American Gane Animals (19n9)» is a basic work in
the field of scientific natural history and is used throughout the world
as an authoritative reference on the life histories of North American
mammals, Seton's work in the Southwest began in 169?.
Seton Village, lust south of Santa Fe is a fitting site to ccrrjuemorate
Seton's life.

Here are displayed thousands of his sketches and the

50-plus volumes of his scientific Journals upon which his writings were
based. Eecause Seton Village dates from 1930 it should be treated in
the "Also Considered" category.
Reference: Farida A, Wiley, ed., Ernest Thompson Seton's America
(Hew York, 195*0.
According to Professor C. P. Oliver of the University of Texas,
the most important Texas scientist within the period of this study was
Dr. William Morton Wheeler, As Professor of Zoology at the University
of Texas, Dr, Wheeler performed fundamental research in entomology,
particularly in his studies of ants. He was later associated with
Eastern universities and became a member of the National Academy. As
related by Dr. Oliver, Wheeler1s published studies are basic works in
the science of entomology.
Other important work, was done in Texas in the fields of geology and
biology, tut, with the exception of wheeler, particular scientists have
not been evaluated at this writing. One site, however, can be listed:
Tig riend National Park. According to Dr, Oliver, the Eig Tend country
was the great outdoor laboratory of Texas scientists, in much the same
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way that the Grand Canyon served scientists farther west, At Dig Bend
are found the same sorts of startling geologic and biologic conjunctions.
Since the turn of the century, this region has attracted many scientific
expeditions which have attempted to unravel its complex geology and
varied ecological patterns.
References; Dr, C. P, Oliver, University of Texas; "Eig Bend National
Part'1 (HPS informational booklet, 196*3 h
Lowell Observatory near Flagstaff, Arizona, was founded in 189JJ ty
Dr, Peroival Lowell. Within the period of this study, this observatory
was the one significant center of "pure" science in Southwest Region,
The observatory Is noted for intensive studies of Mars (in connection
with which Dr. Lowell advanced the theory that the plant was inhabited
by intelligent beings), the discovery of Pluto, and Dr. Andrew Elliott
Douglass' researches Into zodiacal light and sunspot phenomena. In
connection with this latter work, Dr, Douglass discovered dendrochronology, most often associated with archeology, but probably more fundamentally important in climatology.
The Lowell Observatory is en obvious candidate for "Exceptional
Value11 classification.
References: Dr. Ardith Johnson, Kuseum of Northern Arizona; Jack L.
Cross, e t a l , Arizona, _ItsPeople and Resources (Tucson,
l$6o); Douglass obituary,
D. I). Tarringer's studies of meteorites at Meteor Crater, Arizona,
date from 19°5-

These studies were the prelude to quite significant

work in the 1930s on the composition of meteors, affects of impact of
weteoritcs, etc,
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Though t'cteor Crater is more logically a candidate for Scientific
Landmark status, i t should he listed in the "Also Noted" category in
this study.
References: Dr. Ardith Johnson, Kuseuri of Northern Arizona; D. I-j.
Darringer. Coon tlountainand Its Crater (1905},
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, founded January 1, ipA3j does
not meet the criterion of age, "but It is so immensely significant as
the birthplace of the Nuclear Era, that 50 years of perspective seems
hardly necessary.
The history already made at Los Alamos has "been momentous for the
entire world. The laboratory was founded for the purpose of developing
en instrument of war, the nuclear fission bomb. Successful in that task,
LA3L undertook a second assigr.rr.ent---creation of a "super" weapon deriving
energy frcn the thermonuclear fusion of hydrogen. This mission, too,
was successful. Since that time the Laboratory has continued to be the
no. t i c n' s for eroos t dev c 1 opmen t c e nter for nuc 1 e ar ye apons. M ore tha n
jQjg of the fission and fusion warheads now in American stockpiles arc
LAS I. devices.
The other half of LASL's history-"the nonmilitary half—Is equally
impressive. Ever since 19*0 the Laboratory has l>een making contributions
to fundamental scientific Icnowledge and to peaceful applications of atomic
energy. The world's first enriched-uranium reactor was designed and
built at Los Alamos, where It has been in operation since 1 9 ^ .

The world's

first piutonium-fueled reactor went into operation at Los .Alamos in
19J+6, This wa3 also the wor1 dr s firs t fas t-neutron. reactor. In more
recent years the Laboratory has developed a reactor using uranium phosphate
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fuel and another using "clten Plutonium, both, for the first time anywhere.
Several rocket propulsion reactors have teen built and ground tested,
with flight tests scheduled in the next few years. The laboratory continues to be a leader In many other peaceful fields, including chemistry
and metallurgy, biology and medicine, thermionic electricity, plasma
physics. Instrument development and electronic computing.
It is the recommendation of this Office that LilSL be accorded
"Exceptional Value" classification, We would also recommend for classification the Trinity Site in southern New Mexico where the first atomic
bomb test occurred on July 16, 19^5» except that this site Is completely
closed to the public, locked tight in an Army testing range. Eventually,
as was proposed shortly after World War II, this site will probably
become a unit of the National Park System,
References: L/.SL, The First. 20 Years at los Alamos (1963);
Facts About LosAlamos Scientific laboratory of the
University of California (1963J.

,

Invention
As stated above, some notable applications of Eastern inventions
occurred in Southwest Region, Cne of these applications has been documented and its site approximated by Walter Prescott Webb, The invention
was the Colt six-shooter; the event was the Tattle of the Federnales,
fought in June lSU-i- about $0 ^Iles above Seguin, probably in Kendall
County, Texas. Ir. this battle the famous Indian fighter1 Capt. Jack Hays
led a group of Colt-armed Texas Rangers against a band of mounted
Conanches and defeated them. The Rangers' success, according to participants, was rrade possible only because of the six-shooters, which, fcr
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the first tine, cave unite ner. a chance in mounted combat against
Indians using fast firing bous-and-arrows. The Tattle of the Pedernales
revolutionized Plains warfare, for It proved the utility of the sixshooter "as the only weapon which enabled the frontiersmen to defeat the
mounted. Indian in his ovn peculiar mode of warfare."1
Unfortunately, the site of the Tattle of the Pedernales is only
approximate. It should, however, be listed in the "also Noted" category.
Reference: Walter Prescott Webb, TheCreat• _Pl_aln w {T?oston, 1931).
According to A. R.ftortansenof the Utah State Historical Society,
tiro potential "invention" sites exist in Utah: one associated with
John M, Drowning of Ogden, pioneer inventor of automatic weapons; and
a second relating to the early electronic and radio developments of
Philo Farnsworfch, Neither the significance of these men's work nor
potential sites essociated with them have Xteen evaluated at this writing.

1. Quoted from the 135C testimonial of tfaj. George T. Howard,
Texas Army.
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UORKINC LIST OF SITES
Units of the National Park System
Grand Canyon National Park, Arizona (Powell, Button, Davis)
Glen Canyon National Recreation Area, Arizona-Utah (Powell)
Tur,acacorl National Monument, Arizona (iCino, Pfefferkom)
Carlsbad Caverns Rational Park, New Mexico (loJ-leys)
Tiff I?end National Park, Texas
Sites of Exceptional Value.
f'

r

• f~ I>"•, *C. Hart Merriam rase Camp, San Francisco Mountains, Arizona
'-'•'^

desert Laboratory, Tucson, Arizona (Shreve, IiacDougal)

7'0 -Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff, Arizona (Lowell, Douglass)
Los Alanos Scientific Laboratory, New Mexico
•Fremont Campsite, Utah Lake, Utah
• r

. ' • .'

*Gilbert Ease Camp, Henry Mountains, Utah

Sites A1s o Consleereu
San Xavier del Dao, Arizona (Kino)
1

V

-- -Fort Whipple, Arizona (Cones)
• I -- Camp Verde, Arizona (Mearns)
Sefcon Village, New Mexico

i"

Trinity Site, New llexiep (Atomic Pomb Test)

•Tentative pending site verification
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Also Kotefi Sifees
Fieteor Crater, Arizona (rarringer)
Fort l/lngafce, Itei? Mexico (Palner)
Antelope Hills, Oklahoma (^lake-Pacific Railroad Surveys)
Pedemales r a t t l e s i t e , Texas (Colt six-shooter)
Proposed Site
,.*. -'

Chamlzel Keraorial Park, El Paso, Texas (Mexican Eour.dsry Survey)
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SCIENCE

AMD

INVENTION

Results of Field Work
on Sites Recorrjnendsd for
Exceptional Value in Southwest Region

Southwest Region
National Park Service
Santa Fef New Kexlco

Introduction
In the theirs study, "Science and Invention," this Region
tentatively recommended six sites for "exceptional value" classification, pending field verification.

The field work on these sites

has oaen completed and the summary results are given belowi
Rgcommatided for E.xcoptional Value
C. Hart Merriam Fase Camp, Arizona
Desert Laboratory, Arizona
Lowell Observatory, Arizona
Rccommendsd for.Sites^ Also Considered
Oilbert Pase Camp, Utah
Recommended for Alsojjoted' Sites
Fremont Campsite, Utah
Recor,)[t>^nded for Special Study
Los Alanos Scientific Laboratory, New Mexico
Discussion of Individual Sites
First, to dispose of the sites that are r.o longer recommended for
"exceptional value" classification:
('•rove Karl Gilbert lase Camp In the Henry Mountains, Utah
As a result of additional research in Salt Lake City, it is
apparent that Gilbert's work in the Fcnry Mountains of Utah in iSTIJ-'r'S
end his later tracing of the geologic history of ancient Lake Fenheyl"-"
establish him as one of America's gr^at geologists.

Dr. Charles E, Hunt, modern authority' on the Henry Mountains, h*a
this to ray concerning Gilbert1 s contributionsi
"The Henry Mount sins region in southeastern Utah is one of the
classic are&s in geology beeauco of the study mads there by
Croi"s Karl Gilbert in 1S75 and 1876. His report on the geology
of the mountains was the first to recognize that intrusive,
bodies /'laccoliths_7 may deform their host rocks and the first
to show clearly the significance of the ever-ly eroded plains,
now known as pediments, at the foot of desert mountains.A
"The brilliance of Gilbert's report has beep acloiovledged
by tvidespread Interest manifested in it by geologists
throughout the world, assuredly the highest form of tribute
that science can pay for an outstanding contribution. For
more than 60 years the Henry Kountains have been referred, to
in the geological literature of every language and are one
of the localities most widely known to the science. No
geologist needs to be introduced to them."
Locating a site to commemorate Gilbert's scientific research in
the Henry Mountains has, unfortunately, proved difficult. His field
notes indicate that he had a number of base camps, none of which is
clearly superior to the others as a commemorative site.

Cache Camp-

er Camp Mo. 1, located by Dugout Creek where it leaves the western
slopes of Mount Ellen, was a main supply point, Eut the sits is im;..ossicle of precise Identification.
Recogniticn cf Gilbert*s geological contributions is possible by ;t
•.lumber of other means. The HcKillen Springs Campground of the Eur so v.
r

v hard Management is near the Dugout Creek site, and an interpretive

r;ifu;v.e or exhibit could be installed there describing Gilbert's work
find the importance of the Henry iicuntalns as the "type site" for the
lexcolithie pher.or.onon. ?he Henry Mountains overshadow Capitcl Reef
national Mcnument, and this was the Jumping off point fcr the im;7pr-vSnt
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IG76 expedition,, Gilbert and the Henry Mountains could appropi-latsly
hetierIced into the interpretive program at the monument. Any riiiEiFp of
sites Illustrate Gilbert's; work on Lake forme-ville: e„g., ancient
Shorelines on the north end of the Oquirrh Ranee, terraces on Antelope
Island, Preuss Valley, Provo shoreline, deltas of Logan River, ar.d
riack Rock and vicinity. The Great Salt lake Authority is presently
planning a state park encompassing Antelope and Fremont Islands, and,
according to State Park Cojrjiilrsion officials, would tell the lake
Eonneville story in the Interpretive program, Finally, In view of the
Henry Mountains' importance as a geological "type site,'' the entire
range (c en trolled by the rurcau of Land Management) might be designate;;
1*0 a Registored Rational Scientific Landmark.
In view of the difficulty of pinpointing the exact location of
Gilbert's Cache Camp, it is recommended for the "Sites Also Considered'1
category,
references; C. <£, Cllbert, Report en the Geology of the Heriry Mountajrj1,
Department of the Interior, b'.S. Geographical and GeoicglOfv
Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region, J, U. Powell in Charge
(Second Ed,, 'Washington, C.P0, 1380); Charles D. Hunt,
Ceology end Ccoggaphy .of the Henry Mountains Heffion, Utah,
Geological Survey Professional Paper ££«' (Washington, Gi\"\.
1953); G-* Ii, Gilbert, Lake ronneyllle, 11,3.0.3. ilonoLr^r i
r/l (Uashir.gton, £20, loyO].
^^"l^t_v3r.^siteJ_ Utah Lake,. Utnh_
John Charles Fremont's "Great rasln" Co he opt remains one of the
stellar scientific Illuminations of American history. His Report
Indicates that his conclusion concerning the vast area of interior dr•linage
cotween the V.'asatch Range and the Sierra Mcvadas came on Hay 25, l£k-i, %\
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the southeast shore of Lake Utah at the approxij'r.te site of the modern
fcoT-.Ti of Spanish Fork, According to Dr. £vcrefct Cooley, Director of the
Utah Historical Society, no attojr.pt has ever been made to locate the
exact site, teycr.d this approximation, Fremont's Report provides nospecific data or descriptions of terrain that could be employed for this
purpose,
Todayfchoarea of Fremont*5 camp is farm lone* with enclaves of
urban and industrial develop Kent.

It is therefore recommended for this

"Also Noted Sites" category.
Kefgrcncps: Erevet Captain. J, C, Fremcnt, Report of the Exploring
Expedition to the Rocky riountains . . . (Washington, lG-'->).
.-V/J Alfl~OB Scientific labor story, New I'gjcic o
I'e continue to believe that this site is of such great significance
ihi'.t it trar.3cer.d3 the 50-ye-ar limitation.

In line with the delibersvijKr

of the Ccr.suiting Committee, however, ve now recommend that LA5L be
included In a special comparative study of atomic energy sites.

Field work has verified the three sites discussed below, and we
h'jrpby reaffirm our recommendation that they he considered for
1

exceptional value-" classification:

f, Hart_j• e-rrlaa E as e Camp, Eon Francisco fountains, Arlscna
Tignificanoc: Additional research atfchoI-iuseum of Itertheir* Arisen a
and discussions with Drs, Ardith Johnsen and W. V,
iicDougall cf the museum staff confirm C, Fart ilcrriam*r
national significance as a bislorist.

I.

He was Ar.<3i'lcaTs first blo-ecolQgist, His study
of the San Fr-ancisco fountains biota was the first
correlation of both plants and animals.

His "laws

of temperatare" delimiting life aoncs and life
distribution were fundamental to the Life Zona
Concept,

It is true that J'errian over-general!zed end made
mistakes, lilt his work was gerr-insl to the develop ment of the modern science of ecology, He v.as a
catalyst who opened the gates on what hflj proved
to be the most fruitful line of approach in modernbiological science, Hot only were his correct
deductions and generalizations useful, tut in the
very process of disproving his errors, other
scientists were stimulated to make fundamentally
important contributions. In a sense, ilerriam was
to American biology what Frederick Jackson Turner
was to American history; An overly co~iplacent proponent of/theory that vitalized an entire science.
All Geologists and zoologists know and refer to
rerrisinVs v;ork, and his report on. the 3fin Francisco
fountains continues to be cited as the pioneer riodel
for bio-ecological studies.

>

The noted biologist itexford F* Canlerjnire hes
summed up I'err lam's contributions as fellows:
"'In all1 fairr.es s, however, we r.ust recognize the value of
Herriam s life-zone work as a contribution to biology, KJs
WCiO the first major atter.pt to use. climatic data in interpreting the distribution of I-orth American biota, and to
bc.se distributional provinces en both plants and anlaalf.
It is also to Merries'3 credit that he deplored the use of
daily, monthly, orfirxAialclimatic data and recommended that
the in tervs.!s used haye 1 ess a7fc i trary baser:
JU t'aougli
his explanations may be .../often/ fallacious, they have
greatly stimulated inquiry
into "the causes of plant and
animal distribution*'1
:,

The descriptive parts of his field surveys were very
accurate and foz* a long time have been standard refurenc.es
on vegetation zones of western United States of America.
Tr/ieed many western biologists...still use Merrlarc's
teiminology for the various zones
"
Another commentator en the life sciences, S. Charles Kerdeigh,
after discounting I-terrian's errors, stresses the fundamental provocative
nature nf his work and the continuing basic use of the life 2one too?..
locally and regionally, wherever ecological studies are in progress.
Present Status: In the Itinerary section of his report on the Son
Francisco I-icuntains, Morriam states:
''After spending three days in outfitting /at Flags taffy, v;e
proceeded to Little Spring, at the north base of San Francisco fountain, and pitched our tents in a grove of aspens
and pines, on a knoll just northwest of the spring, at en
altitude of 2,500 meters (3,250 feet). This was our base
camp for tv;o months /August and September, 1389/, and fror.
it numerous side-trips were made into the surrounding
country."
Today Little Spring is ir. a private one lave within the boundr.ry
-f Coconino National Forest, The land is part of the c\ 0, Tar Live-vtov'.t Co:.''-.-any, owned by Mr. Jchr. Facbitt of Flagstaff.
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As shown cy Uhe photos in the album, the site retains complete
integrity. The spring cove is on a slope that opens upon a beautiful
meadow. Wildlife and handsome trees, including very large aspens, givo
the scene a pristine equality that recalls its charm for a biological
investigator. Little Spring is easily reached by a good Forest Service
rood.
References; C, Hart Jlerrian, Results o f a riplo^oal_Surygy_ of the
5an Francisco fountain Region . • • d.S.D.A,, Division
of Ornithology ana Ilairnr.alocy. Morth. American Fauna
Series #3 [Washington, IO90); Rexford F, Dauber.aire,
''Kerriam's Life Zones of North America/1 Quarterly
Review of biology, XT.II (Sept, 1933); S. Charles Tendeigh,
''History and Evaluation of Various Concepts of Plant and
Animal Communities in North America/' Ecology, XXXV
[April 195JJ0.
Lowell CbservpfcoryjFladStaff > Arizona
Discussions with Chief Astronomer Henry C-iclas of Lowell Observe tor™
confirmed the significance of Dr. Percival Lowell's visual observations
of Mars, the pioneering approach to planetary astronomy; the discovery
of Pluto; and Dr. A, E. Douglass' researches into 2odiacal light and
sunspot phenomena, and his discovery of dendrochronology.
Host important, however, is the fact that beginning in I9I2 the
"JOUC'II

Observatory discovered the first cbserva.tlcr.al evidence of the

expanding universe. This was a cosmological discovery of the first
!^rrJ.fcude, ranking in the history of astronomy with the Coperr.icsr.
revolution, Cn the basis of this discovery alone, the Lowell Observe.-*
vO-y must bo considered one of the world's most important astronoroicF.l
f*A ** Jj c*«* s
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Present Status; Lowell Observatory stands on

KEFS

Hill overlooking

Flagstaff, It continues, ir. the tradition established by Dr. Lowell, in
pursuing a bread program of astronomical research. Lowell established
the observatory primarily for the purpose of studying the solar system
raid its evolution, The planetary Library and Research Center of the
observatory, and its status as the world center for planetary photography, are symbolic of the continuity of Lowells original purpose.
The photo album shows the prime historical structures at the site,
f.osfc important of which is the original l3$i6 housing for the historic
2^-inch Lowell Refracting Telescope. This Instrument, installed in
l&9ot

has been in continuous operation since that time.
In every sense, the 700-s.cre site exhibits high integrity, Tho

Lowell Observatory is a privately endowed scientific instifcuticn,
^ferences: Interview with Chief Astronomer Henry C-iclas; "The
Lowell Observatory," 6-par;e folder issued at tho
observatory.
resort Laboratory of the Carnegie Institu11 on, lueson,_Ar1 zor.a
The role of the Desert Laboratory as the pioneer world center for
the study of arid-reGicr. ecology was established by additional researck
j=t the site, now the Geochronology Laboratory of the University of
\ri"na, These early studies covered not only the Southwest end
•^crthern Hexlco, but expeditions sponsored by the Desert laboratory
conducted field experiments and observations in Australia, Asia Minor,
irG7P^j Sudan, Libyan Desert, Algeria, and South Africa. These various
research projects of the Desert Laboratory concentrated cr. desert
••'j:pe'i:ation, with special attention to the morphology and physiology
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of the spinose and succulent types which inhabit arid regions, their
adjustments to arid conditions, distributional icover.ents, and the
pr.ytoceocrsphy of deserts in General. Scores of major publications by
the Carnegie Institution and hundreds of articles contributed to
transactions of societies and to periodicals resulted frcm the researches at the Desert Laboratory. These contributions were instrumental
in establishing the scientific bases for desert ecology, not only in
the United States but throughout the world*
Present Status: The site encompasses some oOO acres on Tur<anoc Hill, cr
''Science Hill," Just west of Tucson. Three major buildines dating fre-n
the hietoric period are shown in the photo album. These buildings ar.u
z number of more recent structures are used as laboratories in the
GcochronoloGY program of the University of Arizona. The purpose of the
current program is to advsr.ee knowledge of geologic time, of past
climates, and of evolution of terrestrial biotas. Thus there is a
direct line of continuity in the scientific work at the site.
The Desert laboratory was founded in 1903. The area was transferred
to the U.S. Forest Service in \olio as an experimental station, and in
l°5o it became a unit of the University of Arizona. The grounds
rnuu'ounding the laboratory are fenced to protect the many type
:>cecimcns identified by the early botanists of the Carnegie Institution..
^^erenceg; Annual Reports of the Carnegie Institution, 1903 s-t. 3eq.;
Historical Files of the Desex-t Laboratory (in library of
the University of Arizona).
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